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There is one site that is known to all who surf the Internet. It

is located at the deepest level of virtuality in the Illusions Sea. It

is the Court of Possibility where every exit is an entrance and

every entrance is a Mobius strip. The only way to leave this site,

once entered, is to follow a trial to its conclusion, or secretly em‐
ploy a hack-exit app.

The court’s jurisdiction extends across all electronic times,

spaces and fields. Its sole function is to hear cases covered by the

criminal code: VUD (Virtually United Domains). This code,

which is based on pre-emptive law, states that a possible virtual

crime is any action that if it happens could endanger the well

being of the Internet, including that of its users. Because the In‐
ternet is the one true democracy ever devised by any civiliza‐
tion, albeit by accident, the trials held in this court command

the attention of almost every onliner, virtual, pre-deleted, or

other wi se.

In this electronic world of countless dimensions but no depth,

made possible by the invention of a reality that has no materia‐
lity other than an electronic screen, one particular act is univer‐
sally abhorred: PossibleCrimes against Virtuality. This par‐
ticular offence involves unsolicited deletion, or deleticide as it

is commonly known. Deleticide is the destruction of individual

virtualities in an effort to defrag large parts of the Internet

along political, ideological, or religious lines. The few users ever

charged with acts of possible deleticide were all found Probable

- their tautological punishment: perpetual cursor-freeze with

all access rights forever denied. This irreversible punishment

was officially known as: Communication Erasure, or the

slang ver sion, Dead Net ted.
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Ho we ver, the re was one no ta ble ex cep tion to this re cord.
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